VERSION 1.7 UPDATE
MARCH 2020
WHAT’S NEW IN VERSION 1.7?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Application Theme and Style Updates
Photo Attachment Viewer Updates
Bookmark Widget
Updated Filter Functionality for Surveys and Repair tables
Export Options Enhancement
Printing Options Enhancements
Pavement Module: Roadbotics Enhancements
Culvert and Bridge Module Updates
Signs Module Updates
Framework and Stability Updates

APPLICATION THEME AND STYLE UPDATE
This release includes a major update of the style of the SAM IS platform. An emphasis has been placed
on providing a clean and streamlined interface to the user. You will find styling updates throughout the
application from the collapsed dashboard panel groups to the main application windows, as shown
below.
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IMAGE ATTACHMENT VIEWER ENHANCEMENTS
If you have images for any of your assets or any historic records in your inventory, files can now be
directly accessed through SAM IS. In the Inspection/Survey and Repair report windows, a preview of
the attached image will be presented. Once clicked, the image will open directly into a viewer where it
can be viewed in full resolution, rotated, and downloaded, providing the user with more information
and clarity about the asset.
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BOOKMARKS
A bookmark tool has been added to the main application toolbar. This tool will allow you to add spatial
map bookmarks defining map areas of interest, such as areas of current projects that you may visit
often. Custom thumbnails can be added to the bookmarks as well. These bookmarks will speed up your
time interfacing with the mapping components of SAM IS.
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ENHANCED FILTERING AND QUERYING OF HISTORICAL RECORDS
Historic repair and inspection records opened from the dashboard panel of the SAM IS viewer now
support a custom filter to be defined and applied to the records that are shown. In this way, records
filtered by date or status, for example, can be quickly located and printed or downloaded.
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EXPORT ENHANCEMENTS
Generating exports from a large list of page sizes and orientations has been added to most data table
views. This increases the utility of SAM IS data beyond the SAM IS platform itself.
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PRINTING ENHANCEMENTS
In addition to the document export size option changes, the list of available options for print sizes has
also been increased to include a large list of standard paper sizes.
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PAVEMENT MODULE RATING CONFIGURATION ENHANCEMENTS
Configuration options have been added to better support the display of imported pavement module
condition ratings from alternative sources, such as from a RoadBotics™ survey. This gives the user
more options to bring in pavement condition assessment data.
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CULVERT AND BRIDGE MODULE UPDATES
Culvert and Bridge inventories can now be managed with an updated SAM IS module and data model.
Enhancing and re-releasing this module gives you more options to manage multiple assets within the
SAM IS platform.

SIGNS MODULE UPDATES
An updated Signs module now provides the ability to manage the condition and historical records of
your organization’s sign and pole inventory. Sign records and their corresponding inspection
information can be associated to their location on a pole, and new pole locations recorded in the
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application. Capturing and maintaining a robust sign inventory helps you understand what you need to
meet or maintain for compliance, including MUTCD retroreflectivity standards.

FRAMEWORK AND STABILITY UPDATES
Framework and stability fixes have been updated throughout the system including user interface and
performance enhancements.
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VERSION 1.6 UPDATE
DECEMBER 2019
WHAT’S NEW IN VERSION 1.6?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Building Module Release
Field Aliases in Query Builder
Completed Repairs Calculations
Enhanced Options for Scenario Filters
Improved Historic Record Editing
Labeled Filters on Dashboards
Refresh Map Data Command
Improved Geometry Editing for Pavement Segments
Improved Asset Report Filtering
Improved Record Count Badges on Dashboard
Dashboard Export Improvements
Framework and Stability Updates

Version 1.6 of SAM IS is here! We’ve shored up some existing features to make them more stable, as
well as adding some great new functionality. Finally, we’ve introduced a new module – Buildings – for
you to get your major vertical infrastructure assets inventoried and under control. Let’s dig in!

BUILDING MODULE RELEASE
The SAM IS® Building module can be used to inventory buildings and monitor work completed on those
buildings. Tracking documentation and capital improvements for municipality-maintained buildings
aids future analysis needs, including infrastructure and cost estimations.
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The Buildings module report types include 'Buildings by Project Type', 'Work History', 'Building
Inventory', and 'Capital Cost'. These reports can be filtered by using the selected map records, dates,
and other options in the filtering popup window.
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FIELD ALIASES IN QUERY BUILDER
More friendly field aliases will be displayed in query builder dialogs (instead of underlying database field
names).
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COMPLETED REPAIRS CALCULATIONS
Updates to the completed repair process include:
•
•
•

Better support for clearing specific distress types when applying repair categories
Better support for creating new historical records using the configured repair alternative
condition index values
Better support for batch editing of completed repairs

ENHANCED OPTIONS FOR SCENARIO FI LTERS
When opening the scenario filter, any underlying stored expression is re-created in the dialog box.
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Validation improvements have been added to the edit dialog.
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IMPROVED HISTORIC RECORD EDITING
Historic records entered using SAM IS mobile field data collection applications can be configured to
have editable fields accessible through the desktop SAM IS record view.

Historic records entered using SAM IS mobile field data collection applications can be configured to
have editable fields accessible through the SAM IS record view.
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LABELED FILTERS ON DASHBOARDS
Dashboard components now show a tooltip displaying any filter used to generate the graph or statistic.

REFRESH MAP DATA COMMAND
A Refresh Map Data command has been added to the settings dialog and can be used to refresh all map
data without having to reload the entire site.

This tool can be used after significant operations, such as pavement geometry edits, to ensure the
displayed records are current.
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IMPROVED GEOMETRY EDITING FOR PAVEMENT SEGMENTS
Improved workflows and error handling have been added for the Split Segment and Merge Segment
functionality in the Pavement module.
Data Collection - Splitting Segments
Data Collection - Merging Segments

IMPROVED ASSET REPORT FILTERING
The map selection records counts have been added to the asset report filtering section. Many reports
can be configured to honor the current map selection as the basis for the data included in the report.
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IMPROVED RECORD COUNT BADGES ON DASHBOARD
On the dashboard, the Records tab displays the breakdown summaries of total record counts, and the
underlying tables can be directly launched from the dashboard.

DASHBOARD EXPORT IMPROVEMENTS
The filter information from the Dashboard charts and quantities is now displayed on the exportable
Dashboard Report.
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FRAMEWORK AND STABILITY UPDATES
Framework improvements and stability fixes have been added throughout the system.
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VERSION 1.52 UPDATE
AUGUST 2019
WHAT’S NEW IN VERSION 1.52?
•

Scenario Query Builder Updates

•

Updated Table Filtering Options

•

Improved User Confirmation on Editing Deletions

•

Improved Report Field Formatting

•

Improved Login feedback

•

Stability Fixes and Framework Updates

SCENARIO QUERY BUILDER UPDATES
OPTION OF STANDARD QUERIES FOR USE AS SCENARIO SELECTIONS
With this update, any standard query expression selectable in the query panel of the application will
also be selectable as a preset choice in the Scenario Query Builder dialog.
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AVAILABILITY OF STORED QUERIES IN QUERY BUILDER
Any filter expression stored with the Scenario information in the database will additionally be available
in the Scenario Query Builder.

IMPROVED USER CONFIRMATION ON EDITING DELETIONS
When deleting records from the system, the user will be presented with an option to confirm or cancel
the operation.

IMPROVED REPORT FIELD FORMATTING
SAM IS will better honor any formatting set up in the ArcGIS Online webmaps for the layers being
displayed.
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IMPROVED LOGIN FEEDBACK
When a user without proper authorization attempts to login to the system a more helpful message will
be displayed.
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VERSION 1.51 UPDATE
JUNE 2019
WHAT’S NEW IN VERSION 1.51?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sorting and searching table records
Scenario Query Builder
Formatting table field data
Save custom queries in local storage
Group selection results by asset type
Dashboard grouping and layout enhancement
Pavement Scenario Strategy Wizard Enhancements
Style and Layout enhancements

SORTING AND SEARCHING TABLE RECORDS
Search input has been added to many table columns, giving you the ability to filter data based on each
column. The sorting option provides the ability to sort data alphabetically.

SCENARIO QUERY BUILDER
The Scenario Query Builder provides the ability to generate custom query and save these expressions
to generate input for new scenarios. On default, All Records are selected. If you’d like to customize the
selection set, you can now use the ArcGIS Online commands Add expression or Add set, choose
attributes from the dropdown list, and click OK to create an expression. On hovering over the selection
input, the ’Custom Expression’ text will now be seen.
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FFORMATTING TABLE FIELD DATA
Data table fields are now smartly formatted, based on data types. For example, table records such as
FRSTATION and TOSTATION were previously appearing as decimals. Now they are set to
integers/whole numbers for ease of reading and comprehension.

SAVE CUSTOM QUERIES IN LOCAL STORAGE
The Query Builder now features a save functionality where custom queries can be saved and deleted
from your local storage session. Be sure to check the Save Query checkbox and Ok after building your
query to save your custom-built query into local storage. You can also delete your local storage queries
using the x button on the right side of the query record in the SELECT ASSETS area.
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GROUP SELECTION RESULTS BY ASSET TYPE
Grouping the selection results by asset type provides a better user experience for you to check for
records within the accordion tab to reduce scrolling to find a particular record.
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DASHBOARD GROUPING AND LAYOUT ENHANCEMENT
Grouping the dashboard elements provides a better user experience to help you find useful information
faster. The graphs are now grouped based on titles in the configuration files.
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PAVEMENT SCENARIO STRATEGY WIZARD ENHANCEMENTS
Select All and Deselect All buttons are added to the strategy table to select all records

STYLE AND LAYOUT ENHANCEMENTS
Icons on the Analyze tab have been updated to increase spacing and improve overall look.
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VERSION 1.5 UPDATE
MARCH 2019
WHAT’S NEW IN VERSION 1.5?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Grouped Asset Options
Enhanced Query Builder
Updated Pavement Repair Strategy Management
New Table Search/Filtering
Dashboard Updates
Usability Updates

GROUPED ASSET OPTIONS
Options for viewing grouped asset layers has been added to the THEMEMAP and QUERY tabs and can
be configured for multiple module subscriptions such as Pavement and Sidewalks.

ENHANCED QUERY BUILDER
More options for querying asset layers and historical records has been added to the Query Builder.

The ability to save the query has been added to Query Builder, allowing you to rerun the query more
easily.
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UPDATED PAVEMENT REPAIR STRATEGY MANAGEMENT
Repair Strategy Management has been updated with a new strategy wizard allowing you to view, edit,
and create Repair Strategies with better control and detail.

NEW TABLE SEARCH/FILTERING
The ability to filter any column in table views has been added.
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DASHBOARD UPDATES
Pavement PCI Chart Interactivity: PCI Distribution reports are now interactive and selecting on a PCI
range will select the corresponding pavement segments.

USABILITY UPDATES
The ability to re-size the full screen panels makes it easier to view the map and the table windows
simultaneously.
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The viewer will keep elements of the more responsive to mobile window sizes. By using the ability to
close the left capabilities panel, you can interact with a large map layout. All panels are full-screen on
mobile view and the opening of tables and panels on mobile is more efficient with this version.
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VERSION 1.4 UPDATE
FEBRUARY 2019
WHAT’S NEW IN VERSION 1.4?
•
•
•

PDF Export Update
Dashboard Chart Update
Table View Updates

PDF EXPORT UPDATE
The main site logo configured with your site will now be included in the PDF exports available from the
system.

DASHBOARD CHART UPDATE

TABLE VIEW UPDATES
The ability to control the visibility of specific fields in a table report view has been added.
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VERSION 1.3 UPDATE
WHAT’S NEW IN VERSION 1.3?
•
•
•
•
•

Batch Download Capability
Contractor Table Editor
Improved Table Paging Options
Additional Table Export Options
Usability and Stability Fixes

BATCH DOWNLOAD CAPABILITY
The ability to batch download the most up to date data from the SAM.IS system has been added. To
download an ArcGIS Map Package of your site, access the Download Data option from the Application
Settings window.

The Data Download tool will automatically open and begin downloading your datasets.
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When complete, select “Output File” to download the Map Package to your computer.
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When the download is complete, double click the MPK file to unpack the map package and open the
resulting file geodatabase into ArcMap. Alternatively, the Extract Package ArcGIS tool can provide
additional output options.

CONTRACTOR TABLE
The ability to directly edit the Pavement Contractors table has been added. Launch this window from
the tool on the main toolbar.
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IMPROVED TABLE PAGING OPTIONS
Options have been added for displaying the number of record in many of the table windows of the
application.

ADDITIONAL TABLE EXPORT OPTIONS
The ability to export comma delimited text files of the pavement repair alternatives and road program
records has been added.
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USABILITY AND STABILITY FIXES
•

42

Various usability and stability fixes have been added including
o Many window usability updates
O Auto-close of Pavement Scenario Windows when they lose

VERSION 1.2 UPDATE
MAY 2018
WHAT’S NEW IN VERSION 1.2?
•
•
•
•

Pavement Road Program from Scenario Results
Enhanced Layer Configurations
New Pavement Report Types
Stability and User Experience Fixes

PAVEMENT ROAD PROGRAM FROM SCENARIO RESULTS
To add a scenario result’s repair as an item of the current Road Program, simply click on the “Add To
Road Program” option in the popup window for the scenario result of the segment. The repair
information will be added to the Road Program table directly.

ENHANCED LAYER CONFIGURATIONS
To support the upcoming Stormwater Module release, the viewer can be configured to manage
different layer times within the same site.
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UPDATED PAVEMENT REPORTS
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VERSION 1.1 UPDATE
FEBRUARY 2018
WHAT’S NEW IN VERSION 1.1?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chart Selections
Report Filtering by Selection
New Report Types
Updated ThemeMap Layout
Layout and Stability Updates
Filtered Sets for Pavement Scenarios

CHART SELECTIONS
Clicking on a Dashboard chart category will select corresponding features in the map. This can be a
quick and easy way of finding records of a particular type. The records will be highlighted in the Collect
and Query Results screens for further reporting and exploration.
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REPORT FILTERING BY SELECTION
Reports such as Inventory and Repair History will honor the current record selection and will include
results only for those records. By selecting features first from the map, from a query, or directly from a
chart category, you can quickly isolate the records to including in a report, for example, an inventory of
all Collector street segments.
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NEW REPORT TYPES
Included in this update is a new Road Program report which will group and summarize similar repair
types for each year in your current Road Program.

Existing reports such as the Distress History report have been updated with similar grouping and
formatting.
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UPDATED MAP THEME LAYOUT
Easily find and select a theme for the map using the new Map Theme dropdown. Always know what
theme is currently being displayed if any, and quickly toggle the Map Theme off.

You can remove the chosen theme by clicking the “x” on the Theme-Map chooser.
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LAYOUT AND STABILITY UPDATES
Numerous layout styling enhancements and stability fixes have been addressed.

FILTERED SETS FOR PAVEMENT SCENARIOS
To easily setup a filter to limit target records in a Pavement Scenario, use the Save Set command to
quickly calculate the IsFiltered property for all selected records.

When generating a new scenario, or modifying an existing one, you can designate the IsFiltered option
in the Selection dropdown. This option will ensure that only those specific records will be considered in
the Scenario analysis.
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Log on: https://samis.vhb.com
Help: https://samis.vhb.com/viewer/help
Product Page: http://www.samisbyvhb.com
Customer Support and Contact Email: samis@vhb.com

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Log on: https://samis.vhb.com
Help: https://samis.vhb.com/viewer/help
Product Page: http://www.samisbyvhb.com
Customer Support and Contact Email: samis@vhb.com
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